Multiplier by Gerber Tools

A Multiplier sounds like some sort
of calculator or betting system.
Wrong! It’s Gerber’s name
for its latest multitool, also
known as the Freehand for its
single-hand operability. It’s
heavy-duty, chunky and clunky, and weighs in at
380g. But it does have pliers, plus most of the
blades and screwdrivers you can think of, plus a dedicated pry bar
for opening paint tins and the like, all accessed externally, without
opening the pliers. A neat pop-up action helps open the smaller
tools. In stainless steel, 133mm long closed, 178mm open, with belt
sheath, it costs £99.99. The mini-Gerber ‘Clutch’ in red is a keychain
version with knife, nailﬁle, screwdrivers, can piercer and pliers, for £19.99.

Correction:

The Myerchin knife
contact details were wrong
last month. See p107.

CB says: One hand for the pliers, one hand for yourself

Sealskinz gloves and socks

Pusser’s Aged 15 Years

Winter sailing calls for warm feet
and hands – these Sealskinz gloves
and socks combine a merino wool
inner layer with a Porelle
hydrophilic (waterproof,
breathable) membrane, and a
durable, abrasion-resistant outer
layer. As a result, they’re quite
thick – you may need a half-size
larger shoe, and the gloves make
your hands stiff and awkward – but they certainly do their
job of keeping your extremities warm and dry. The gloves
are ﬁnished with a tacky rubberised grip on the palm and
ﬁngers. They’re washable, but observe the 40ºC
temperature guide, or the layers are liable to
delaminate. Stockists are mostly
outdoor and bike shops, plus
Nauticalia. Prices from around
£25. CB says: Toasty!

Just launched in the UK, Pusser’s Navy Rum
15 year old is just what it says – aged in wood
for 15 years, having been distilled in the
original Admiralty wooden pot stills. The result
is a smoother and more mellow ﬂavour
than the regular Pusser’s.
It’s also a little lighter in colour, and
less strong – 40% ABV as opposed to
the Blue Label’s 54.5%. It’s described
as a ‘sipping rum’ – ie too good for
cocktails – and we’d agree: authentic
rum ‘nose’ raised to ‘single malt’
stature. But it’s not cheap – wooden
stills are inefﬁcient, bless them, and the
‘angel’s share’ – evaporation as it
matures – is considerable, so brace
yourself to pay £35-£40 a bottle.
CB says: Gorgeous (and too
yummy for a rummy)

Power bike

Folding bikes are a popular accessory on large enough yachts – good for
accessing distant shops or providing the crew with exercise as you meander
down the Canal du Midi, or even biking to the shower block – but how about
an electric folding bike? We tried out this Lynx – with 20in wheels – from
PowaCycle. A combination of lithium ion battery and aluminium frame makes
for a lightweight package – though at 20kg it’s not something you’d want to
carry very far. Controls are simple, acceleration brisk – maximum speed (power
or ‘assisted power’) is 12.4mph.
Range is claimed as 13-18
miles with light pedalling
on a ﬂat surface. Battery
recharge (you’ll need
shorepower!) is 6-8 hours.
Altogether a good package,
though there are
lighter, unpowered
alternatives. Priced £599.
CB says: Iron tops’l for
shoreside
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